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adept | flexible | learning-focused

transforming human spaces

Technology and social evolution has changed
the way we interact, work and learn. Spaces
have to evolve to allow for contemporary
learning unfettered by rules and methods of
traditional learning environments.
Learn2 is designed to move quickly, easily and
often. With its youthful and bright looks, Learn2 is
the perfect choice for learning environments.

The boundaries of
traditional learning
have dissolved away
and learning happens
everywhere.

Designed to move quickly, easily and
often, Learn2 adapts to user needs.
Support arm rotates 220 degrees to left or
right. Non-handed design allows for work
surface to be positioned at right, left or
centre. Design provides for ample belly
room, leg and knee clearance. Swivel seat
for effortless ingress and egress.

Modes of learning are dynamic and keep changing, and leaning spaces need to adapt. People need the freedom
to move, group and regroup, reach out, interact and connect with each other or work in solitude.

‘U’ seating

Privacy seating

Row seating

Seminar seating

Interactive seating

Collaborative seating

Our education furniture
holds up to decades of
rigorous use by the
student body.

Ample belly room,
leg and knee clearance

Proper ergonomics improve
comfort, which is instrumental
in ensuring students stay
focused and attentive.

Rolled edge
seat fronts

Book rack

Learn2 is engineered with innovative
materials to provide a high degree of
comfort and durability

Larger tablet
arms

Bottle holder

Rotates 220 degrees to left or right

Learn2

®

Statement of Line

Intellect Wave

w/ rack

w/ rack and
cup holder

w/ flat rack

no rack

no worksurface

Learn2-Wave shell
Solid Poly or Upholstered Seat; Casters or Glides
With Surface, No Rack

W23.25”

D28-34”

H33.3”

No Surface, No Rack

W21.5”

D23.25”

H33.3”

H33.3”

No Surface, With Rack

W23.25”

D23.25”

H33.3”

With Surface, With Rack

W23.25”

D28-34”

Worksurface

W21.5”

D13”

Strive

w/ rack

w/ rack and
cup holder

w/ flat rack

Learn2-Strive shell

no rack

no worksurface

cantilevered arms
no worksurface

w/ arms

Learn2-Strive shell with cantilever arms

With Surface, No Rack

W23.25”

D28.34”

H34.5”

With Surface, No Rack

W24.25”

D28.34”

H34.5”

With Surface, With Rack

W23.25”

D28.34”

H34.5”

With Surface, With Rack W24.25”

D28.34”

H34.5”

Worksurface

W21.5”

D13”

W21.5”

D13”

No Surface, No Rack

W21.5”

D23.25”

H34.5”

No Surface, No Rack

W22.5”

D23.25”

H34.5”

No Surface, With Rack

W23.25”

D23.25”

H34.5”

No Surface, With Rack

W24.25”

D23.25”

H34.5”

171569

Worksurface

enquiry@zandb.in

Solid Poly or Upholstered Seat; Casters or Glides

Note: Dimensions above are with surface centered to chair back.
Dimensions of surface rotation not included.
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